Temenos on Google Cloud
Digitally transform banking on your terms with a smarter cloud
___

Modern banking challenges demand agile technology, tailor made for financial services requirements
Digital transformation has never been more imperative in this current environment. Evaluate if your
existing banking applications and the underlying technology will allow you to not only keep critical
financial services running but thrive amongst these critical business imperatives.
●
●
●
●

Ensure agility and business continuity through any market condition and global landscape.
Exceed the expectations of increasingly digital-savvy customers.
Stay ahead of competition from not only incumbent banks but also financial services disruptors.
Keep up with the changing risk landscape and compliance requirements.

Temenos on Google Cloud Anthos offers a more flexible approach to digital transformation
Modernize on your terms while increasing agility, streamlining infrastructure management, and lowering
total cost of ownership without sacrificing the security and reliability needed to run your critical front and
back office apps. Only Google Cloud Anthos gives you the flexibility to modernize and s
 ecurely run your
Temenos Transact core banking, payments, and Temenos Infinity front office solutions at scale anywhere
- in your data centers, in the cloud or across multiple public clouds - all with simple, unified management.
Improve agility &
resiliency

Gain flexibility and
run anywhere

Ensure security &
reliability

Innovate faster

Scale on demand to
meet unforeseen
spikes and failover
cost effectively to the
cloud without
needing to procure
nor manage
additional hardware.

Anthos enables you
to modernize based
on where you are in
your cloud path, with
hybrid and multicloud solutions for
modern,
containerized and
classic enterprise
workloads.

Take advantage of
SLA-backed reliability
and best-in-class
security including
data encryption at
rest by default and
global compliance
offerings.

Extend with native
Google Cloud
services including
analytics with
BigQuery and AI/ML.
Integrate with 3rd
party apps for
biometrics and facial
recognition.

For more information visit g.co/cloud/temenos

Simplify and accelerate banking application modernization across any environment
Anthos is an open hybrid and multi-cloud application platform that enables you to modernize your
existing banking applications, build new ones, and run them anywhere in a secure manner. Built on open
source technologies pioneered by Google—including Kubernetes, Istio, and Knative—Anthos enables
consistency between on-premises and cloud environments that helps reduce complexity and accelerate
application development. Automate policies and security at scale and manage your clusters across
on-premises and cloud environments under a single pane of glass.
Use cases include:
●

Modernizing traditional applications in place: W
 ith Kubernetes services managed by Google, you
can incrementally refactor monolithic applications into containerized microservices.

●

Implementing CI/CD: Create a fast, secure, and scalable software delivery and development
pipeline for your team that spans on-premises and the cloud.

●

Bursting: Add capacity as needed and autoscale up and back down to manage peak workloads.

●

Disaster Recovery: I mplement an active-active DR strategy more efficiently, with the flexibility to
failover between on-premises and Google Cloud as well as across multiple clouds.

Customers are already realizing the economic benefits of Google Cloud Anthos

Up to 4.8x

58-75%

60-96%

40-55%

Return on
investment

Increase in
application
modernization and
migration

Productivity
improvement for
security tasks

Increase in platform
operations efficiency

Source: N
 ew Technology Projection: The Total Economic Impact™ of Anthos, a commissioned study conducted by
Forrester Consulting, November 2019

“Together, we will enable banks to reduce their time to market and
operational complexity, as well as elastically scale and deliver outstanding
digital customer experiences. With Google Cloud’s Anthos, we give banks
the freedom to innovate and reap the true benefits of multi-cloud.”
–M
 ax Chuard, CEO, Temenos

For more information visit g.co/cloud/temenos

